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ABSTRACT
In today’s world redundancy is the most vital problem faced in almost all domains. Novelty
detection is the identification of new or unknown data or signal that a machine learning system
is not aware of during training. The problem becomes more intense when it comes to “Research
Articles”. A method of identifying novelty at each sections of the article is highly required for
determining the novel idea proposed in the research paper. Since research articles are semistructured, detecting novelty of information from them requires more accurate systems. Topic
model provides a useful means to process them and provides a simple way to analyze them. This
work compares the most predominantly used topic model- Latent Dirichlet Allocation with the
hierarchical Pachinko Allocation Model. The results obtained are promising towards
hierarchical Pachinko Allocation Model when used for document retrieval.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This internet era has made searching for anything possible. Information on anything is available
anytime because of advancement in information retrieval techniques. However information
redundancy is the major problem being faced due to abundance. Novelty detection helps to mine
out new information from varied sources. Many techniques and approaches have been proposed
for handling structured and unstructured data. However, mining from semi-structured document
like Research Articles, has captured interest of researchers in recent years. Text level novelty
mining has been in concern since the conduct of TREC novelty track [So-boroff, 2005]. TREC
novelty track 2002, 2003 and 2004 defines novelty as pro-viding new information that has not
been found in any previously picked sentences.
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2. LITERARY REVIEW
Novelty detection is the technique used to extract novel information from a set of relevant
documents or from a same document in a given topic (query). Topic refers to a set of words that
frequently occur together. Topic model aims at discovering abstract topics that occur in a
document or collection of document. Topic models can be used to connect words with similar
meanings using contextual clues.

Topic Modeling
A document can be viewed upon as a collection of words. Words that pertain to certain set of
relevant words can be treated as topics; a document hence can be treated as random mixture of
words with some probabilistic degree of distribution with them. The very first approach to model
topics was using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [Papadimitriou, 1998]. Later works showed the
evolved version of LSI where the Probabilistic nature of documents was considered. The
algorithm used was Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI) [Hofmann, 1999]. In contrast
to LSI, PLSI had a statistical foundation and defined a generative data model. Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) views document as a collection of topics as in PLSI, the only difference being
LDA assumes Dirichlet prior for topic distribution. Pachinko Allocation Model (PAM)
documents the distribution of single set of topics in a graph and represents co-occurrences. In
PAM each node represents a distribution over nodes in next lower level [Li et al., 2006].
Hierarchical Pachinko Allocation Model (hPAM) a variant of PAM encompasses the advantages
of hierarchical LDA (hLDA) and four-level PAM. hPAM has every node (not only the lowest
level) associated with a distribution of vocabulary [Mimno et al., 2007]. This is an extremely
flexible framework for hierarchical topic modeling.

Sentence Level Novelty Detection
Novelty of a sentence is usually calculated with respect to the number of new words appearing in
them. This involves two tasks namely relevant sentence extraction and novelty estimation which
form the main concentration of TREC novelty track. Named Entity Recognition (NER) method
helps in identifying the meaning of a sentence by recognizing some key characteristics [Zhang,
2009]. Vector Spaced Model (VSM) is used to rank documents. Term co-occurrence and term
weights along with term sets are used as term indices to capture semantic relationship of terms
that appear close to each other. Set-based vector model [Bruno Pôssas et al., 2005] refers a term
set to a set of index terms of collection of documents. Cosine distance metric was used to
compute novelty by assigning all non- stop words a value of 1 [Schiffman et al., 2005]. A Graphbased text representation model [Tomita et al., 2004] represents texts formally as Subject Graphs.
Translation form text to subject graphs involved three steps: 1) term extraction from text, 2) term
significance calculation, and 3) significance calculation for term-term association and making
association vector. The similarity is then measured as a linear combination of inner products of
term vectors and the association vectors. Later work involved creating feature vector for each
tagged sentence and set of sentences that has already seen information [Michale Gamon, 2006].
These features captured the relationship between tagged sentences and set of background
sentences. These sentences are then represented as graphs based on 21 graph features and few
text rank features. The novelty score for the sentence was computed based on KL divergence,
sentence graph and text rank. Another major contribution for sentence level novelty detection
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using overlap method [Zhao et al., 2006], defines novelty as a combination of partial overlap
(PO) and complete overlap (CO. The overlaps were measures using similarity, pool method and
selected pool method.

Document
ent Level Novelty Detection
Document level novelty detection is considered rarely useful, as nearly every document will have
something new [Soboroff et al., 2005]. Most work on document level novelty detection treats
document as a set of sentences. Novelty of the document is determined by sentence novelty. The
main focus is on information filtering system to retrieve relevant document based on relevancy
based recall, precision and utility metrics [Zhang et al., 2004]. Newness of a document is
dependent
nt on relevance of the document with those retrieved previously. An adaptive information
filtering system was used to identify novel documents based on document classification as
redundant, relevant and non-relevant
relevant [Zhang et al., 2002]. Novelty mining in multi-lingual
document [Zhang et al., 2011] say Malay [Kwee et al., 2009] and Chinese [Zhang and Tsai, 2009]
language is done at document level. The novelty of a document is then quantitatively represented
by calculating cosine similarity and taking the di
difference
fference between 1 and similarity score (1-cosine
(1
similarity). A new framework for document level novelty detection using document-to-sentence
document
(D2S) annotation was proposed [Tsai et al., 2010]. The document was first segmented into
sentence, novelty score for each sentence was determined and novelty score of whole document
was predicted based on fixed threshold. A Fuzzy Cognitive Map approach considers a document
as a collection of topics [Sendhilkumar et al., 2011]. The document was represented as fuzzy
concept
ncept maps that had concepts and information of the domain which was compared with domain
specific ontology.

3. METHODOLOGY
This paper proposes a new method to identify novelty of research article. The work focuses on
aspects of novelty such as similari
similarity, divergence and relevance. The entire work is divided into
seven modules which involves functions: topic modeling, relevant document retrieval, clustering,
document similarity measure, concept mapping, document segmentation and novelty estimation.
The flow
low of work is as proposed in Fig 1.

Fig. 1. Framework of proposed system

Topic Modeling
The Input Research Article is first pre
pre-processed.
processed. The processed document is then topic modeled
using Latent Dirichlet Algorithm and Hierarchical Pachinko Allocation model. Topic model has a
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major influence on novelty score as novelty is estimated in terms of the topics, super-topics and
subtopics identified by LDA and hPAM. The performances of both methods were evaluated.
hPAM showed a better results in terms of sensitivity and selectivity.

Document Retrieval
The topics obtained from the topic modeling were compared with a corpus. The documents in the
corpus containing the topics, sub-topics and super-topics obtained from topic modeling along
with their semantics were retrieved. Retrieval was done using LDA and hPAM.

Clustering
The documents retrieved were then clustered using their term frequencies. The clustering
involved feature selection using TF/IDF. The documents with matching TF/IDF of topics were
clustered. The number of clusters depends on input research article and the number of topics
identified by topic model. The distance between the input research article and clusters were
measured and the nearest cluster was identified. Clustering was done to reduce the number of
documents and retain the most relevant ones.

Document Similarity
The topics of input research article are compared with the documents in the corpus to identify
similarity among document. This gives a measure of whether the topics discussed in the input
research article are already been proposed or discussed by others. The similarity is calculated
using cosine similarity as
cos , 

=

∑  , ×  ,
| |. 

eq.(1)

where  represents Sentence vector( ,  , … ,  ), ! denotes number of documents retrieved
from the reference corpus and  is another sentence vector [Tsai et al., 2004].

Concept Mapping
The abstract of input research article and the documents retained by clustering are concept
mapped. Concept mapping involves representing the documents as a set of concepts and
relationships among them. Concepts include ideas, words, topics and new logical terms.
Relationship represents the way in which the identified concepts are linked to one another. These
are preserved in XML files. The concept maps obtained are compared and the KL divergence is
measured between the concept maps.

Novelty Estimation
The work on novelty reported so far has treated novelty as a measure of similarity. Novelty was
considered to be the inverse of cosine similarity [Zang and Tsai, 2009 ] .i.e.,
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$0. (2)

max cos  , 

,-,./

This approach cannot be treated as an accurate measure of novelty since it computes only the
similarity and the inverse can only be the dissimilarity measure of the document compared to the
document under consideration. Another approach calculates novelty as a measure of conceptual
divergence where the score obtained is treated as originality of the document [Sendhilkumar et
al., 2012]. The novelty score of the article was given as
"#$!%& 2#3$(4|4%) =

5(6|67)
5(6)

$0. (3)

where W(d) is the initial weight of the document. The score thus obtained focuses solely on
conceptual divergence. This work proposes a new measure for novelty as in eq.4. Here novelty is
treated as a combined representation of similarity, relevance and divergence.
"#$!%& = 1 − (9:;:!<3:%& + >$!$<?2$) + @:$3A$?2$

$0. (4)

The novelty thus obtained includes properties of input research article such as conceptual
divergence, semantic relevance and contextual similarity.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The input research article is converted into topic model using two algorithms LDA and HPAM.
SPECIFICITY and SENSITIVITY is used as metric for evaluating hPAM and LDA. From Table.1
it can be inferred that though LDA returns more number of subtopics, the total count of subtopics
in manual evaluation is less than 388.Which means that LDA wrongly identifies some topics as
subtopics.
hPAM
sub
Correctness Parameters topic super topic topic
Correctly Identified
Correctly Rejected
Incorrectly Identified
Incorrectly Rejected
Number Identified
Number Rejected

LDA
Averagetopic

3
43
89
45
1
3
98
46
49
69
1
31
52
28
4
0
234
211
148.3 324
3
277
300
193.3 325
4
265
263
177.3 73
Table.1. hPAM and LDA Correctness

sub topic Average
180
4
179
25
205
204

90.5
36.5
91.5
174.5
265
138.5

Table 2 shows that the average of topic super topics and subtopics identified by hPAM provides
better rate of precision, recall and F-score than the traditional LDA. Similarly the accuracy,
specificity and fall-out rate of hPAM shows better results.
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hPAM
Performance Parameters

topic

LDA

super topic sub topicAveragetopic sub topicAverage

True Positive Rate
1.00
0.16
0.30
0.48
False Positive Rate
1.00
0.76
0.47
0.74
Accuracy
0.86
0.35
0.34
0.51
True Negative Rate
0.75
0.76
0.47
0.66
0.75
0.58
0.63
0.65
Positive Predictive Value
Negative Predictive Value 1.00
0.30
0.18
0.49
False Discovery Rate
0.25
0.42
0.37
0.35
Table.2. Performance of hPAM & LDA

0.00
0.01
0.18
0.95
0.20
0.18
0.80

0.88
0.88
0.47
0.02
0.50
0.14
0.50

0.34
0.34
0.32
0.14
0.50
0.17
0.50

Score

Though fall-out
out rate of hPAM for topics is higher, hPAM on average has lesser fall-out
fall
rate and
higher accuracy. hPAM returns more specific results. The Fig 2 shows the comparative result
generated by LDA and hPAM for document retrieval. hPAM shows more precision and recall in
document retrieval for a given input research article.
hPAM

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Precison

LDA

Recall

F Score

Measures

Fig. 2. Performance of hPAM & LDA in relevant document retrieval

The results from hPAM are clustered and documents from the nearest cluster are retrieved using
k-nearest
nearest neighbor algorithm. The graph in Fig.3 shows the number of clusters obtained with
hPAM.
7% 3%

Cluster 1
9%

18%

Cluster 2
25%

Cluster 3
Cluster 4

38%

Cluster 5
Cluster 6

Fig. 3. Clustering with hPAM

The novelty score obtained by the system is compared with novelty using cosine similarity and
expert opinion of the research article and the results obtained are as in Fig 4.

Novelty score
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1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Expert opinion

article
Cosine simialrityResearch
based novelty

novelty score of the system

Fig. 4. Novelty Score of the system

The novelty score of the proposed system shows a correlation co
co-efficient
efficient of 0.8852 with the
expert opinion. This shows that the novelty score of the proposed system is 88.52% relevant to
the expert opinion. The following analysis were made
–

ents retrieved by using hPAM showed better performance than LDA.
The relevant documents
But the use of hPAM is limited to the kind of input that can be categorized at different
levels. Performance of hPAM for generic unstructured document is yet to be determined.

–

The clustering mechanism used in the proposal involves term frequency based approach. A
better algorithm for clustering research articles based on bibliometrics can be implemented
to optimize the result obtained.

–

The concept maps in this work included concepts and gene
generic
ric relations among them. The
concepts in the document were stemmed to its root word, which lead to some
misinterpreted relations among concepts obtained. Few concepts and relationships were
lost due to stemming. The possibilities of using POS tagging is tto
o be analyzed.

–

The novelty score of the system shows results in close correlation with expert evaluation;
however this fails to account the writing style of the author which plays a major role in
novelty mining.

5. CONCLUSION
The experiment shows that hPAM
PAM is better to topic model research article as it shows better
performance in terms of accuracy, precision and recall for retrieval of relevant document. The
novelty score of the proposed system is in close proximity to the expert evaluation than the
traditional
ditional similarity based novelty. This work includes originality (inverse of similarity) as a
parameter to define novelty. This approach is not fully quantitative as it considers the semantics
of concepts in the research article. Qualitative approach for research articles involving sentence
importance and sentence contribution to novelty is to be focused in further implementations. The
graph based approach for novelty will be implemented as an extension of this work and its effect
on novelty will be determined
ined in future. Section wise novelty estimation can be focused as
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research article has certain sections that contain information listed previously like Introduction
and Survey sections. Measures can also be taken to extract the regions that contribute to the
novelty score of the research article, which will enable researchers, reviewers and other readers to
exactly identify the newness in the article without having to read the entire article. The novelty
score obtained can also be used to qualitatively rank the articles.
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